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This letter presents a novel, computationally-efficient interpolation method that has been optimised for use in ECG baseline drift removal. In
our previous work 3 isoelectric baseline points per heart beat are detected, and here utilised as interpolation points. As an extension from linear
interpolation, our algorithm segments the interpolation interval and utilises different piecewise linear equations. Thus the algorithm produces
a linear curvature that is computationally efficient while avoiding overshoots on nonuniform samples. The proposed algorithm is tested using
sinusoids with different fundamental frequencies from 0.05Hz to 0.7Hz and also validated with real baseline wander data acquired from the
MIT-BIH Noise Stress Database. The synthetic data results show an RMS error of 0.9µV (mean), 0.63µV (median) and 0.6µV (std. dev.)
per heart beat on a 1mVp−p 0.1Hz sinusoid. On real data we obtain an RMS error of 10.9µV (mean), 8.5µV (median) and 9.0µV (std. dev.)
per heart beat. Cubic spline interpolation and linear interpolation on the other hand shows 10.7µV, 11.6µV (mean), 7.8µV, 8.9µV(median)
and 9.8µV, 9.3µV (std. dev.) per heart beat respectively.
1. Introduction: Interpolation is a method of constructing new
data points within the range of a discrete dataset. It is a problem
that dates back to ancient civilisations, who were known to use
interpolation methods for analysing astronomical data [1]. The
mathematical basis of this method was not defined till later, as in the
work of Edward Waring [2], which is today attributed to Lagrange.
Lagrange polynomials define the least degree of polynomial
curves that pass through a given set of coordinates xi,yi.
However, as the order of Lagrange polynomials increase, any small
perturbations in coordinates results in large overshoots at the end
points as known in literature as the Runge Phenomenon [3]. These
oscillations may have no relation to the true nature of the overall
function itself and without rigorous error monitoring higher order
polynomial interpolations degrade accuracy as well as increase
complexity of the algorithm.
Later, cubic spline (3rd order) functions were defined [4].
These polynomials are smoothly connected to each other at the
coordinates xi,yi and since their continuous first and second
derivative exists everywhere, the overall generated curve is
smooth. However, spline interpolation algorithms rely on matrix
inversion techniques for computing coefficients. Therefore, they
are computationally demanding, and although efficient, they are
not adaptable to real-time systems without windowing techniques.
More adaptable are Rifman’s [5] and Keys’ [6] cubic convolution
interpolation methods which involve fitting piecewise cubic
polynomials (kernels) within intervals. Similar to cubic splines,
these methods are computationally complex and not suitable for
certain real-time system designs.
There are of course several algorithms and methods throughout
the literature, aiming to approximate smoother curves and better
fits. However for real-time systems challenges still exist to balance
complexity vs. accuracy, and to allow adaptability to changing
signal dynamics. The latter especially the case in biological signal
applications.
One example of such a biological signal is the electrocardiogram
(ECG). Being prone to interference from physiological and
environmental sources has made ambulatory ECG, with a clinical
accuracy, a challenge. Techniques exist to remove each of these
noise sources, however on occasions where signal integrity is
crucial these methods do not meet clinical standards. As discussed
in our previous work [7], baseline wander can be removed by
detecting fiducial points and estimating the baseline wander by
interpolating through those points with a piecewise cubic hermite
interpolation (PCHIP). However, PCHIP is still somewhat complex,
therefore, a new method is investigated where baseline wander
estimation is accurately achieved with less computational hardware
resources required.
This letter presents a new interpolation algorithm that allows
a better tradeoff between computational efficiency and signal
distortion than prior methods. ECG signals are used as our test
application, wherein we measure the distortion of the ST segment
(an indicator of heart malfunction) while estimating the baseline
wander. These baseline wander signals are low frequency noise
artefacts that can be modelled as sinusoids with amplitudes up to
300 µV. The letter is organised as follows: Section 2 describes
the overall system concept and methods; Section 3 describes the
artificial and real test datasets; Section 4 presents and discusses
results with complex algorithms; Section 5 concludes the letter.
2. Methodology: The overall methodology to the proposed
algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1. The main purpose of the
algorithm is to estimate curvatures (turning points) with a better
approximation than linear interpolation and in other cases simply
use linear interpolation to reduce computational complexity. The
algorithm is divided into two stages: (1) Turning point detection
and (2) Weighted Piecewise Linear Interpolation (WPL)
2.1. Turning Point Detection: First we define the slopes, Mi,
between adjacent interpolation points. These slopes are then used
to determine if a turning point exists. Here we utilise two criteria.
The first condition checks if the slopes change sign such that either
a local/absolute minima or maxima exists. However, this condition
on its own is not enough to capture all turning points such that on
occasions, when adjacent slopes do not change sign, there might
be possible curvatures like during M3 instant as shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, a second condition is required such that even when
the slopes do not change sign, these turning points are detected
accurately. We have found that when the magnitude of adjacent
slopes satisfies Condition 2 in Eq. 1, the algorithm accuracy
improves even though no local/absolute minima or maxima is
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Table 2 Comparison in computational complexity between different interpolation methods
Interpolation Number of operations
method additions multiplications conditions memory
Linear Per Sample 1 - - 2
Per Fiducial 2 1 - 4
Cubic spline Per Sample 10 14 3 16
(Win. N=3) Per Fiducial 10+12N 10+10N 12+20N 4
WPL Per Sample 2 - 4 2
Per Fiducial 6 6 4 12
Fiducial points are detected every 100 samples under normal conditions
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